APPEAL TO K-9 CLUB

Please Note

In the past there has been an bun as an ad on the cover of "The Varsity," just to make a little profit at the cost of the club. This was last year. The time of the annual appeal is again upon us. The need for more money has been brought to the attention of the club. With the coming of the new year the club has brought about a feeling of dissatisfaction among members of the club. The need for more money has been made clear. The last appeal brought in a large sum of money, which was used for the purchase of new equipment. This year the club hopes to raise even more money.

"Johnny Jones" Broadcast

The group which makes the Johnny Jones broadcast is composed of a group of students who are interested in the broadcast. The group meets every Friday night to record the broadcast.

Edward Shewmaker Speaks in Chapel

The first in the series of senior chapel speeches was given by Edward Shewmaker, who spoke on last Thursday on the opportunities of Christianity. As a way to make the business of life easier and more satisfying, he said, "We should analyze our word 'opportunity', for the word 'chance' seems to have lost its meaning. In the case of the business of life, we should not only make opportunities for ourselves, but also for others.

Piano Concert Given by Orr

Howard Orr, American born pianist, gave a recital in the college auditorium Tuesday night, April 14. Mr. Orr opened the program with the "Spanish Spangled Hunter" and followed with a wide variety of musical numbers. Among the pieces which he played were those selections from "30 Rat Packers," "Sons in P Major" by Frederic Chopin, "Berceuse" and "Bourrée" by Chopin, "Giselle" by Adolphe Adam, "To the Tune of A Fin" by Rubens, "Ballerina in Gr" by Schubert, "Ehre", "Danzon", etc. The "Three in a Fin" by Rubens, "Scheno No. 3, C Sharp Minor" by Chopin, was concluded with program

Wesson, Arnold Top Girls', High School Divisions

Not until the last event of the day was the win of the 1944-45 Track and Field Day determined. So closely were the teams involved that it took until the last race of the day, the mile relay, to put freshman on top by one point. Final standing - freshmen, 53 points; juniors, 54 points; sophomores, 40 points; seniors, 22 points.

The jenons won by five places out of the 16 events while the freshmen only won one of the 16 events.

Only one new name was seen. Sidney Roper ran the 400 yard dash in 54.54 in 1943 while last year he ran 55.5, the old recored. For many of the events however the results were much as in the two years in the two teams.

Probably one of the most happy names in the list was that of sophomore Winnie Douthitt first and one second. She placed third and fourth in the 100 yard dash, high jump, low hurdles, pole vault, 400 yard dash, broad jump, and 200 yard dash. She placed third in the shot put.

Seymour Lupo ran in the girls' division. Baby Jen Wilson, a junior, was second in the 100 yard dash was the 100 yard dash. That was a good race was generally acknowledged for the last 100. Emma Tugwell, who was behind Seymour at the finish and took second place.

Seymour Roper, a junior, was high jump man for the day. Sidney ran 54.54 last year and this year he ran 52.54. "That's my last one" he said.

Some girls had been in individual scoring masters, having 22 points. The other was led by Bob Thomas, a freshman, with 21 points.
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Don't Tell A Soul, But... -Dr. Frank Rhodes, Jr., Virginia Lee, Claudia Ruth Pruett.

Little gossip has proved the Waterloo of many a friendship. It has probably

to have made the choice morsel reaches the intended source all hope of checking

just might contain some
	sip breeds suspicion and suspicion in turn shatters confidence, confi,

We are social beings but only to that degree that

year remember that some of the

would be

save some embarrassment later.


Dear Marjorie,

My name is Anna and I am a student at the University of Arkansas. I am studying English and I am interested in being a professional writer. I am currently looking for a writing job, but I am having trouble finding one. I am wondering if you could help me find a writing job or provide any advice on how to find one.

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely, Anna

Backstage

Dear Mr. Davidson,

I am writing to you to inquire about the possibility of joining your musical group, The Stag's Leap. I am a experienced musician and I have been searching for a group to play with. I believe that my skills and experience would be a valuable addition to your group.

I am available to perform at your next rehearsal and I am willing to travel to see you if necessary. I am looking forward to hearing from you soon.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Meditations

by DOROTHY DAVIDSON

This week's Meditations will explore the concept of finding a sense of peace in the midst of a fast-paced world. The theme: "The Best Place to Find a Helping Hand is at the End of Your Arm." We will explore the idea that sometimes the most meaningful and fulfilling relationships can be found in the most unexpected places.

"The best place to find a helping hand is at the end of your arm."

"Each one of us is a part of something larger than ourselves."

"It is the humblest of all writers that a good campus dog cleaning

a few hours everyone but a few have the full details and the little more be-

Truly, "a little leaven leaves the whole lump."

The danger of gossip lies in its uncertainty. We may think it

it just might contain some grain of truth (and it often does through a disheveled form) but we are not fooling we accept the whole scandal without alterations, unless it is in a in a in a

and, began to keep our eyes open to see what we shall see. Gossip

breaks auspices and it shatters dandies confidence, confi-

dence which is of necessity a foundation stone of society and order.

We are social beings but only to that degree that we trust each other.

An individual can generally maintain a good reputation if his

anxiety is unquestioned. His mistakes will be overlooked and class-

ded as merely inconstant, but a tagging tongue once question his

motives by throwing out several well placed inferences for public

consumption of society and every good, must pass under general scrutiny as if they were of malicious intent.

So the next time some attentive college approaches you with the

statement, "I have no idea what you are," you must resist assured of

the thing. First, the barterer of this latter demand doesn't want, just wants to keep under your hat. If you don't tell it, he will. Second, whatever he has to say isn't worth repeating.

With This Editor
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SOCIETY and Clubs

BY BONNIE BERGER, EDITOR

Olive Fogg and Curtis Scott Exchange Vows

Olive Fogg of Valdosta, Georgia and Curtis Scott of Wichita Falls, Tex., were united in marriage March 11, 1944. The ceremony took place in the groom's home at 3 o'clock in the afternoon. The bride was attired in a lovely spring coat心中的蓝色开放，映照着无名之花。

FORMER STUDENTS

VISIT LIPSCOMB

Dr. George S. Benson went to David Lipscomb College last week and talked with several former Lipscomb students. The students stayed on the campus Monday to answer questions about Harding.

GRADe SCHOOL STUDENTS

GO TO LITTLE ROCK

Approximately thirty children from the fourth through the eighth grades made an educational trip to Little Rock last Friday.

Points of interest which they visited were the state capital, the old capitol, the Arkansas Democrat printing office and the Old Mill.

Among those who went were Beverly Bledsoe, Donald Collins and Douglas Guccione who were sponsors of the group.

MUSICAL FILM SHOWN

A ten minute musical film was shown in Room 200 Thursday night. The triumphed and ended with the opera "Aida" was the main feature.

Rules Given for Church Etiquette

By Joyce Blackburn

No doubt you have studied Emily Post from cover to cover but there are a few things I would especially like you to remember. I am briefly stating eight rules to be observed when you begin to think of going to church.

1. Come. Never miss a service unless absolutely necessary. Don't allow company to keep you away. Bring them with you.

2. Come early. Rushing into church the last minute is not conducive to true worship. Come early to get into a worshipful mood.

3. Find a seat near the front. Leave the rear seats for last comers.

4. Bring your hat, rubber, and device. You can use your hat in worship—no to visit or sleep.

5. Be conscious of the comfort of others. Don't arrive at an hour when the one right in front of you has plenty of space.

6. Give your undivided attention to what is being said. Do not whisper, whisper, or talk to someone else that that will attract the attention of others.

7. Remember that strangers are guests of the church. Treat them with some courtesy as if they were visiting in your home own.

8. Never look for the door after the benediction. As though the house went on fire. Be friendly, and get acquainted.

WHO'S WHO

In Harding College by Joyce Blackburn


IDENTIFICATION MARK: Curl red hair.

DISLIKE: Growing up early. FAVORITES: Dick has a hankering for well steaks. Dick likes to hear John Marks sing "Swingin' Glee in Your Eyes." and his favorite orchestra is Harlem. No need ask who the best girl friend is in case you don't know it's a certain blonde.

AMBITION: To do a good American citizen and work in the field of business administration.

HOBBY: Horseback riding.

DESCRIPTION: Auburn hair brown eyes, light complexion, and "pretty" tall.

GREAT ACHIEVEMENT: Going through four years of Harding College.

Career: Carrying out the tradition of Harding College, the son will again march down the aisle to receive his diploma. Among the members of this class will be a scholar, a hard working boy who has grown all four years here and part of his high school. His first part of high school was spent in Memphis, Tenn., at the Central High School. When we accepted the position as division leader his rich. He worked and he graduated from the Harding Academy in 1940. Throughout his high school life he was on the school track off most of the time and was an active participant in sports. In the fall of 1940 he again enrolled in Harding but this time it was in the college department. He began his freshman year he took over the management of the riding academy and has continued his service throughout his four years here. No one so interested in horses he naturally became a member of the equestrian club and was president of it in 1943-44. He is also a member of the T. N. T. social club and was secretary-treasurer in 43-42 and president in 1934-35.

Richard's interest in sports has grown as he takes part in all activities. Last year he received an athletic medal and still receive another this year. He is an Eagle Scout and is assistant scout master of troop 111 of Little Rock. Richard has also been a member of the club and the boy's club.

Though Richard's ambitions are not for some high lofty position he does
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... or sealing friendships in New Zealand

Kia ora, says the New Zealander to wish you well. Have a "Coke" is the way the Yank says it and he's made a friend. It says "Welcome to New Zealand." "Bunna" the Coca-Cola stands for the pause that refreshes—and has become the high-sign between friendly-natured people. So, of course, Coca-Cola belongs in your islands too.
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(GOOD LUCK)
Looking 'em Over

By Edwin Scurry

Well, the freshmen beat the juniors by one point and up our predictions. The juniors fell surprisingly to the seniors, as follows: Bob Treadwell, Arnold Shaver, Cole Campbell, and Tommy Love were not to be denied. Despite the fact that Sidney Roper, a junior, would not beat his peers in 108, he did it. Since 10,772 points were scored on 37 points, these fellows led the way to the finish line.

At the end of the day I thought that Harding College's Track and Field team would change for the better. How does this combination sound?

-Colin Campbell, Tommy Shaver, Colis Campbell, and Tommy Love... led the way当日

Shaver, Colis Campbell, and Tommy Love scored 37 points, these fellows led the way to the finish line.

On 108, Edwin Scurry, a junior, won a new Harding record for the 440-yard dash. His time was 54 seconds. The previous record was 55 seconds and he broke it with ease.

Nealy Watson was the whole show for the seniors. Nealy scored 21 points, which gave him second place honors in individual standing. Some say that in the final subdivision "it should be opened for freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and Nealy, and Nealy won on 108, Jimmie Game, 106, Kermit Ary, 105, Cole Campbell, 194, Edwin Scurry, 192.

Texas Club Entertains Dates Friday Night

Sonatas of "Texas Our Texas" opened the spring function of the Texas Club held in the gymnasium last Fri.

The event was typified by talent, music, and Texas flavor sprinkled around the campus in the middle of the room. Around this campus gathered the group of Texans and their "foreign" friends telling jokes in the typical ranch-like way. The games they played included a treasure hunt which started in the gym. After searching in every imaginable spot on the campus, the group gathered for the final event, where they found the treasure box on the front exterior of this campus. "How foreign people are always being Texan-hatted!" For refreshments coffee and ice cream were served. Then after an evening on the plains of Texas the group shared the party with the song of "Beautiful Texas."

Those who attended the party were Elmo Franklin, Dorothy Ford, Sonny Sears, Dot Davidson, Wyatt Sawyer, Christine Neal, James Willett, Geraldine Young, Tommy Love, Ramin Dothart, Harold Doer, Ben Joe Taylor, Cole Campbell, Diamond Perkins, Royce Murray, Harold Williams, Ann Seaborn, Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Perkins and Mr. E. R. Stipes, their sponsor.

-FRISBIE DEFIES

(Courtesy from front page)

Baseball throw—Campbell, freshman; Love, freshman; D. Lawyer, junior, sophomore, junior. Distance—491'.

Half Mile—V. Lawyer, sophomore, Campbell, freshman; Haston, junior; Curtis, sophomore. Time—5 minutes and 15 seconds.

220 yard dash—Roper, junior, Watson, senior, Elton, sophomore, Telford, freshman.

High Jump—Roper, junior, Watson, Roper, freshman, Telford, freshman, Height—6 4."

One mile sprints—Fletcher, freshman, Cole Campbell, Garrett, Turner, Shaver, sophomore.

Baseball throw—Wason, junior; Maney, sophomore; Price, junior, Roper, freshman. Distance—60'.

100 yard dash—Wason, junior; Doe, freshman, Cluck, freshman, Lawton, sophomore.
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